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A collection of astounding tricks to entertain family, friends, or business associates. Annemann
is considered one of the greatest minds in mental magic and this collection of tricks stands the
test of time.

From Publishers WeeklyChorost had been severely hearing impaired since birth when, one
morning in 2001, his remaining hearing suddenly and inexplicably shut down. Fortunately for
Chorost, cochlear implants have progressed to the point where people formerly isolated from
everyday sounds can hear leaves rustle as they walk through them. A tiny device, the
technological equivalent of a 286 computer, was surgically implanted behind the author's left ear.
A magnetic headpiece sticks to his head over the implant, with a wire connected to a speech
processor on his belt. As Chorost makes clear, his hearing wasn't restored; it was replaced. His
body is now part "machine." The implant was only the first step of the author's learning to hear
again, as his brain struggled to interpret the new electrical signals it was receiving. Chorost, who
conducts research in educational technology, faced problems with activities most people take
for granted: talking on a cell phone or carrying on a conversation in a crowded room. He
recounts with candor and humor his struggles with relationships, both casual and intimate.
Readers will find much food for thought on the implications of medical technology and what
constitutes our humanity in this beautifully written debut.Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1. BrokenI'm
impatient. It hasn't been a good morning. I'm on a businesstrip and have just arrived in Reno,
where I'm supposed to interview people atTahoe for a study. But the car rental at the airport
won't take my debit card. Ispend half an hour canvassing the other outlets, no luck. Finally a man
atone counter kindly names a competitor and points me to a courtesy phone."Dial 133. They
usually have cars and their rates are okay."I pick up the phone. I can hear it fine with my hearing
aids, evenamid the ruckus of the baggage claim. Yes, they have cars available. Thevoice directs
me to the shuttle bus outside the airport.It's the last telephone call I will ever make with my
natural ears.Paperwork signed, I wait for my car. I fidget. I might as well havedriven here instead
of flying. And then —That's odd. The traffic sounds fuzzy all of a sudden. Instead oftheir usual
decisive vrump, the cars have started making a whispery sound asthey go by, as if plowing
through shredded paper. And they sound a hundredyards away, even though I'm right by the
road.It sounds like my left hearing aid's battery is going. Even thoughI'm wearing two hearing
aids, only the left ear really counts. The right ear isso poor that it can hear only vague rumbles.
My left ear is my conversationear, my telephone ear, my radio ear.I switch batteries in a
practiced little pas de deux of the hands:left battery into the right aid, right battery into the left.



That doesn't make anydifference. I guess they're both going. I pull out a battery pack from
mysuitcase, do a second changeout, and wait for the familiar rush of clean, loudsound. But it
doesn't happen.I can't have two broken hearing aids at once. It's as absurd as twotires blowing
out at the same time. As I get in the car I'm breathing shallowly,and it's not because of the
altitude. I roll the car window down, fiddle with myleft hearing aid's volume control, and wait for
my ears to miraculously clear.All the way up to Tahoe, I'm monitoring on all frequencies, and —
thisdoesn't sound right.Gotta be the batteries. It's just a pack of bad batteries. At thehotel I check
in, then go to the Long's drugstore and buy three sets of 675s.It costs me fifteen dollars and
thirty-seven cents. Right there at the checkoutcounter, I rip the batteries out of their plastic case
and put them in.That doesn't help either.In the car I spread both hearing aids out on the
passenger seatand methodically try every possible combination of tubes, batteries,
andearmolds. Nothing works: the day is like a coin that always comes up tails."It's got to be
earwax," I say to myself out loud, looking out thewindshield at the big red-and-white logo of the
store.I've got to get someone to check my left ear for earwax. Maybethe clerk at the hotel? She
had proved to be a lissome woman with blond hairlayered over black, whose full lips pouted as
her hands explored a keyboard Icouldn't see. Maybe she would also take me into her arms and
tell me thateverything would be all right. Now that would be customer service.I've never had
earwax trouble in my life. But I've also never had twohearing aids fail on me at once,
either.Emergency room. Now.The ER is quiet, so while waiting for the doctor I conduct an
impromptuinterview with the nurse. The study is on the region's social problems, and Imight as
well start collecting data. The nurse is a fount of information. But asshe talks, a chilly realization
takes hold of me."Nancy," I say. "Are you talking about as loudly as you were whenI first came
in?""Yes, I think so.""But I'm not hearing you as well as when I came in. Before, I couldmostly
hear your voice. Now I'm only getting little bits of it."I'm having to lip-read her more and more.
With perceptible speed,the world is becoming softer and softer. Every half-hour, I am hearing
lessthan the half-hour before. It's like being an astronaut in the movie Apollo 13watching the
oxygen tank's gauge inexorably sliding down to zero.Reflexively, I think to myself: It's the
battery.Oh no it isn't. I have not only just lost part of my hearing, I amlosing all of it. Minute by
minute. I am going completely deaf, right here, rightnow, while sitting on this table talking to this
nurse and scribbling notes.The nurse goes off to see if she can find the physician just a littlebit
sooner. In a few minutes he appears, listens grave-faced to my story, thenlooks carefully in my
ears."Your ears both look the same," he tells me after I put my hearingaids back in. "There's no
fluid behind the eardrums. No redness or swelling."I can barely hear him, even though I've
twisted the volume wheelson both my aids up to max. I usually set the volume at three.Now it's
at five, the top number on the dial. I need it to be at six.Six is my world of a few hours ago, the
place where footsteps and birds andtelephones live. If I could just get it to six."I'm also feeling a
little dizzy," I say cautiously, knowing theimplications but trying not to think about them. The inner
ears also controlthe sense of balance. I feel lightheaded, off-kilter, ethereal, as if I had
justdowned a shot of vodka. When I'd gotten off the exam bench to greet thedoctor I had first



looked down at the floor to check how far away it was. Onthe fly, I'm reorganizing the way I deal
with my visual field. I'm finding that if Iturn to look at something too fast, my head swims. To stop
that fromhappening, I've started squinting and holding my eyes steady as I turn myhead.The
doctor goes off to call a specialist. I peer around the curtain towatch him at the nurses' station
down the hall. The phone's spiral cordskitters over the counter as he paces back and forth.He
comes back, speaking slowly and carefully so I can read hislips. "It could be a virus in the inner
ear. I want to prescribe you steroids andantivirals. They treat swelling caused by viruses like
herpes —"I'm unraveling his words one at a time, and this creates a kind ofmyopia of the soul.
The words are roaming around in my brain and notslotting in anywhere."Herpes? I don't have
herpes.""It's not that. It's an antiviral."Steroids. Antivirals. Vertigo. It is sinking into me that this is
notearwax, this is not an equipment problem, this is not a minor health scare. Iam in deep
trouble. My mission is aborted. My life has changed forever. Sixis lost, unreachable, in a place
beyond where the volume wheel stops. Whipright around Tahoe, take the fastest trajectory back
home.The day is July 7, 2001. I'm thirty-six years old. I've just finishedmy Ph.D. After a decade of
grad school I'm learning what it's like to have areal job and the beginning of a career. I'm starting
to meet people. I'mbeginning to have a life.I have always been hard of hearing. That's not the
same thing asbeing deaf. To be hard of hearing is to have partial hearing, which my hearingaids
remedied by amplifying sound. They hurt, itched, and whistled, yet theyenabled me to take my
place in a hearing world. I went to school with peoplewho heard normally. I could use the
telephone and understand the radio. Noone ever taught me sign language. I often stumbled; I
had to ask for repeats; Iconstantly missed jokes and struggled at parties; but I got by, a
reasonablysuccessful child of a lesser god.I've always been hard of hearing. I can't go deaf.*Not
now.Eight hours later I return to the car rental office only to find itclosed and deserted. A sign
directs me to deposit the key and call for acourtesy cab. A yellow arrow points helpfully to the
location of the phone. Igo and stare at it, feeling like Snoopy in a world filled with signs saying
nodogs allowed. The lot is vacant, not a human being in sight. What do I do?Perhaps I have just
enough hearing left to hear a yes. I pick up thephone and dial."Mmmm mmm mmbpm bbmm
verumf hmm bmm, berum hmmmhmm-hmmm grmmm.""Hi, I'm at the Enterprise Rent-a-car lot
and I need a ride to theairport. The sign says to call. Can you send a cab?""Erumm vrmm
nerpmm mmm mmbpm ermm bmmm arimm,mmmbpmm bmm hmm ermmm —""I'm sorry, I'm
deaf and I can't hear you. Could you just say yes orno? Just say whether you can send a cab.
Just one word, please.I'm at the Enterprise Rent-a-car near the Reno airport, on" — Ilook around
desperately, my ears ringing like chimes as my head swivels —"Mill Road.""Ssssss burumm
bmm pmmb erumm bmm pmm arumm emm erberumm bmm pmm bmm erumm
burumm."Human beings are not binary creatures. You can ask as clearlyas possible for a single
syllable, yes or no, 1 or 0, but the instinctualapparatus of social communication is not easily
turned off. Even audiologistswill blather on at me while they are holding my hearing aids in their
ownhands, and I have to smile tolerantly and hold up my hand to stop them. Topeople who hear
normally, complete deafness seems to be inconceivable.Complete blindness can be simulated



easily by closing one's eyes, but eventhe best earplugs cannot fully shut out the world. The ears
are always on,always connected. To talk is to be heard.But I have gotten just enough of the
sibilant, the ss... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMichael
Chorost has a B.A. from Brown University and a Ph.D. from the University of Texas at Austin. He
lives in San Francisco, where he writes, teaches, and consults. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorI wrote "Rebuilt" to convey what it's like to have part of
one's body controlled by a computer. Science fiction has long explored the idea of the "cyborg"
-- the fusion of human and machine -- but now medical technology has made it possible to write
about becoming a cyborg for real. When I went completely deaf in 2001 I received a cochlear
implant, which is a computer embedded in the skull with electrodes drilled an inch and a half
inside the head to control the user's auditory nerves. What scared me was not so much the
surgery itself as the fact that I was turning over my perception of the world to a computer. The
computer would decide exactly what was important for me to hear and what wasn't, and it could
be reprogrammed at will. There's a lot of science in the book as I explain the implant's
remarkable design and software, but I also reach into philosophy, literature, and literary theory to
explore what it means to have a writable, editable, and controllable body. I wanted the book to be
a memoir of a transformative experience, so I write frankly about how my cochlear implant
changed my perspective on my friendships, my dating life, and on computers themselves.
Reviewers have found the book both affecting and funny, which is just what I'd hoped. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Readers will find much food for thought . . . in
this beautifully written debut." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
BooklistIn Chorost's memoir about his hearing loss, he prefaces the operating-room experience
and activation of a cochlear implant with a recollection of his childhood diagnosis in the late
1960s of a severe hearing deficit, probably caused by rubella fever. In 2001, Chorost abruptly
went totally deaf. Portraying his recovery, Chorost imagines his body as the playing field pitting
human against mechanical qualities, describing what it's like to be controlled by a computer. He
relays his perception of the sound created by the cochlear implant, re-creates conversations and
music, and tells how each software upgrade to the implant affected his experiences. His social
interactions were also changed by the mechanical device, and he muses on his fortunes in
navigating the dating scene. An artfully frank account, Chorost's story will vitally engage people
interested in the increasingly prevalent surgical procedure. Gilbert TaylorCopyright © American
Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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The book by Michael Chorost has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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